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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very vague about the cost
of the car. Wanted me to come in before discussing price. All I asked was what is the
Out-the-door price? Very attentive and accommodating. Did not purchase but would not
hesitate to approach this dealer again. This car was sold when the dealer contacted me. They
were very nice and professional. They contacted me really fast in less than 2 hours We talked
about the car I was looking for Exelent service This site is fake when you get to the dealer they
dont have what you pre qualified then they try to sell you something 4 yomes for expensive I
will never try this site again or recommend it to anyone or the dealer I went to. Dimitri was
wonderful! We had a great experience communicating with him to set up a time to view the car,
test driving the car, and purchasing the car. I received quick and helpful information from the
salesperson including a video and document package that assisted me in making a decision
about purchasing the vehicle. I appreciated his timely response. Great experience. Francisco is
an awesome sales representative. He secured a great loan at an excellent rate. Without his help
I would have never been able to purchase my dream car. Thank you. Leo rocks We bought it -and will buy from him again. Timely response to my initial inquiry. However, my second inquiry
has not produced a response. I reached out to this dealership some time ago. Sales
Representative, David kept me updated on a Mini that caught my interest. The purchasing
process was quick, and safe with Covid precautions. I love my new car super clean and perfect
for my needs. Thanks you all. The dealer advertised a faulty car and it took them almost 5 days
to refund my deposit. Xavier was extremely responsive. Thanks again to Xavier for his follow
through. Great car! Great place! Honest people! After responding to them with questions on the
car they have not contacted me. Very unprofessional! Great communication, sent walk around
video of car, negotiated in faith, and I made the purchase! Experience couldn't have been better
especially since I am an out of state buyer and the sales people were my eyes. They were great!
Would recommend you going to see Stuart Gregory for your car buying needs! He was
awesome! Purchased from Mag Sales rep was the best I was impressed. Horrible experience do
not even bother I warn you!! The experience was okay although it was my own fault I didn't
notice some damage on the passenger door until after I'd already said I'd buy the car. Check
engine light was on asked them to fix the problem and get back to me. They said no. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized BMW Dealer. BMW M4 is the
best car I have ever driven. It is so stable and responsive. I know many people Just mod them
and rarely drive. But I find it so enjoyable to drive that I use it as a Daily. It has it all, power,
handling, comfort, a well laid out cockpit. This is great experience that i purchased a very nice
M4 car. Thanks for have me to get this car for geeat early christmas gift! M4 is an incredible car
- daily driver if you dont have kids M3 is more practical but both cars are incredible vehicles.
Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Didn't buy vehicle. Great people, Anthony black is the best salesman. Unfortunatly the vehicle I
wanted was sold before I could purchase. They contacted me once initially. But did not reply to
my response. Still interested in the car, but not in the lackluster customer service. Had to
contact dealer several times before getting a response. When dealer finally responded, vehicle
was already sold. They are liars. Real con artist. They advertise prices for vehicles. But actual
prices ended up being unreasonable. Ex: ad said real price 10, I expected additional charges as
with any dealer. But thier prices are ridiculous! They were honest and up front about the
vehicle. They gave me a complete description of the truck and provided me with the vehicle
report. I would highly recommend them. The dealer was professional and answered all my
questions. It was a good experience. Great experience. Oscar was my sell peraon and he was
very professional and patient. He made my car burying experience very easy. I woild highly
recommend him and this dealership. Although we did not buy the car we originally went to look
at, we bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to work with, casual but professional and our
daughter is very happy with her new ride! Thanks again Sands Auto Sales. Personally, I want to
say that I am loving my new car.. And Kudos to Cory Hale client advisor in Cordova for an
amazing experience. We came in last Saturday and he explained everything about my car,
answered all our questions and offered me to test drive.. I accepted.. It was a smooth ride and a
amazing experience because of him. He is truly awesome at what he does. We walked out that

day with the purchase of my new car.. I had a very pleasant experience working with
salesperson Aaron. He responded quickly to my calls, answered any questions I had while I was
there. The staff was friendly and I would recommend this dealership to anyone. Right after I
contacted them they responded right away. We set an appointment. I told them I was per
approved. No hassle. Got the car that I went there for. In and out in less then two hours. They
were crazy unorganized. I made an appointment to see the car with Josh Shoemake and no one
knew when I got there. The salesman Sam was nice but the whole interaction felt awkward.
Overall everyone was pretty kind but communication was very poor. I had a great experience.
My salesman, Kris and the Capitol Toyota staff went out of their way to make sure I was
satisfied with the vehicle purchase. The request was for additional information on the vehicle.
Later met with sales rep to see car and have preliminary discussion on options and terms. Sales
rep was very informative and initial pricing was decent. The sales person was extremely friendly
and very professional. Hopefully I will buy this car in the very near future. Very helpful. Reached
out on several occasions. I purchased a car elsewhere so never actually went to this dealer. But
they responded in a timely courteous manner. Bob at Mini was very helpful and honest. I ended
up purchasing the car and Michelle in finance was also very nice. Great, quick experience! Easy
experience - helpful but understood that I was just beginning to look at vehicles browsing and
was respectful of that. Very responsive and the finance guy, Jacob Harris found me a far better
rate than my own bank! They responded promptly, still unsure about the back tech cargo mats.
Will contact again when the time comes to purchase. Love this dealers, they work with me and it
was an amazing customer service. Thank you. Offering nearly 40 miles to the gallon in a
distinctive package with plenty of pep and agility, the latest generation of this half-a-century-old
world-renowned star is an eco-friendly miniature amusement park. It's not perfect, but those
who prefer distinctive style and don't mind the hard ride, road noise, cramped cargo space and
comical back seat are sure to find a big win in this little car. The edition provides a few more
ponies under its diminutive hood than previous models, plus a cosmetic touch-up alongside
steering torque tweaks, newly optional adaptive headlights, and newly standard HD and satellite
radio. Additional sound insulation this year makes an attempt to block out more road noise, but
the end result offers little improvement. The familiar Cooper, Cooper S and John Cooper Works
JCW trims return again this year, each available as a 2-door coupe or convertible with a 6-speed
manual by default or a 6-speed automatic optional for all but the JCW. Although it may not look
like much on paper, the Base's hp 1. Opting for a convertible will cost another 2 mpg and slow
down acceleration somewhat due to its slightly bigger wheels. The Cooper's Sport package
adds inch wheels on the hatchback and inch wheels on the convertible, fog lights, traction
control, a spoiler, sport seats and hood stripes. The Cooper S adds inch wheels, firmer
suspension tuning, fog lights, sport seats and alloy pedals. The Cooper S Sport package adds
inch wheels, xenon headlights, traction control and hood stripes. The John Cooper Works
includes a more powerful turbo engine, upgraded brakes and cloth upholstery. If your Cooper
just isn't customized enough with these factory options, the dealer has several other features
on hand to further mold it into your very own MINI dream machine. Although its crash test
ratings are not the best in the industry, the Cooper holds up pretty well with a strong
complement of safety features from airbags to rollover bars, and drivers commend its ability to
come out of an accident relatively unscathed despite its obvious size disadvantage. This is one
unforgettable little oddball with a lot of love for the right driver - some even describe it as a "pet
they can drive" with few detriments worth mentioning. The Mini first landed on UK soil in as a
fuel-efficient answer to the region's oil crises and a super-compact companion on tight British
roads with room for 4 adults and their luggage. Fortunately it was also very light, since the
original hp engine almost certainly wasn't going to make it up any real hill on its own, but that's
probably why only 20, Minis were produced in its first years. By , however, the Mini had
achieved stardom, and no fewer than , were produced in each of the following 15 years by the
British Motor Corp. The Mini Cooper debuted for , and for a short while it was an American
counter-culture favorite. The lineup up to that point was largely hit or miss, with a few
anniversary bright spots and a slow progression toward modernity, although it always has been
and still is a sharp little number - in both maneuverability and style. The latest chapter in the
MINI Cooper's long life tells a tale of impeccable German engineering indelibly married to
irresistible British charm. However, like all marriages, it took a few years and a lot of elbow
grease to make the MINI what it is today. The first-generation modern MINI hatchback was
produced from to , at first as Cooper and sporty Cooper S models, with the convertible arriving
for and sticking through The baseline hp engine was enough move the Cooper adequately
enough, but the hp supercharged Cooper S was easily the favorite. A few updates for '04 offered
a more comfortable three-spoked steering wheel and digital speedometer, and the hp John
Cooper Works debuted for '05 alongside the convertible, some style updates and an engine

tweak for the Cooper S resulting in 5 more ponies. This generation however suffers from
constant squeaks and rattles out of its loosely constructed body, and the optional continuously
variable automatic transmission CVT seriously held back performance over the manual. Taller
drivers should also note this generation lacks a telescoping steering wheel, although there is
surprisingly ample legroom otherwise. The second generation began for the hatchback as a
model, while the convertible ran with its first-generation setup until , when the John Cooper
Works also made a comeback on the new build. The ride was made softer, the body made more
solid, the steering made less tiresome at low speeds, and the engines were more refined with
significantly better fuel economy. The original engines were not quite as powerful as the latest
models, starting out at hp for the Base and hp for the turbo Cooper S, moving to hp and hp
respectively for , with the John Cooper Works still running on the same hp it did for its '09
re-introduction. The overhaul likewise addressed the torque steer in the Cooper S and some
quirks with the interior decorating. Just prior to that overhaul, the MINI Camden and MINI
Mayfair special editions were loaded with cutesy features like a "Mission Control" system and
in-car voices for certain vehicle functions along with special trim and style. Cruise control and a
multifunction steering wheel were only optional prior to , and until '09 so was stability control.
So far there do not appear to be any significant changes for the lineup, and certainly not
anything like a new generation to address the presently hard and noisy ride, despite the
insulation added for Still, it is one adorable little spitfire with plenty of character for any driver
desiring something a bit more distinctive and tailored. Only the '02 and '07 model years are
affected by these shortcomings, with every single other model year having an impeccable track
record. The first generation was loosely constructed however, without the improved
suspension, steering and power of the latest generation and so may be worth avoiding
altogether - but do definitely steer clear of the CVT and larger tires. This includes the '07 and '08
convertibles, which were built as a first-gen even as the rest of the lineup was brought into the
second generation for ' Despite those shortcomings, you will have to look far and wide for a
genuine bargain - don't be tempted by unusually low sticker prices, as these are likely
exceptionally frugal in the feature department. As for the second generation, stability control
became standard for '09, and cruise control along with the multifunction steering wheel became
standard for ' The improves on road noise and steering torque alongside a few cosmetic
touches, but every year aside from the '07 is absolutely worth every penny. The '09 model year
is ripe for bargains, being just a hair underpriced and overlooked for the '10 Camden and
Mayfair special editions, but demand for this beautiful little buggy is only going up, so any
bargain is not going to last very long. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private
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. Read more. When we were growing up, my dad frequently took my brother and me go-karting.
Sitting low to the ground on a tiny frame, feeling the wind in my face, racing around paved
tracks no doubt set the stage. The MINI Cooper adds a 4-door variant for those looking for more
doors, but not necessarily more functionality. The basic MINI formula is all there: smaller
stature, quirky styling, and plenty of. For my next car, however, I may consider the MINI S 4 door
hardtop, as the back hatch on the 4 door hardtop seems that it might be easier to live with than
the barn doors of the Clubman. Fun car to drive. The quirky instrument display and settings
takes getting used to but functional. Really dont like not being able to manually check the oil
level. The electronic oil check just doesnt instill confidence. Its really a two seater as the rear
seats are best for storage or pe Good lookin and and good performance. A little road and wind
noise and maybe too loud exhaust. Why Use CarGurus?

